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Summary. We introduce the notions of (extrinsic) locally transversally symmetric immer-
sions and submanifolds in a Riemannian manifold equipped with a unit Killing vector field 
as analogues of those of (extrinsic) locally symmetric immersions and submanifolds. We 
treat their geometric properties, derive several characterizations and give a list of examples. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Extrinsic symmetric immersions and submanifolds in Euclidean spaces [5], [15], 
rank one symmetric spaces [1], [11, and references therein], [16] and compact sym-
metric spaces [11] have been studied intensively. These submanifolds are intrinsic 
symmetric spaces and have parallel second fundamental form. We refer to [10] for 
more information and further references. In that paper a local theory was developed 
for general Riemannian manifolds by using reflections with respect to submanifolds. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study a similar notion for Riemannian man-
ifolds equipped with a unit Killing vector field and for isometric immersions or sub-
manifolds which are tangent to this field. Such a Killing vector field determines an 
isometric flow and the study of the transversal geometry of this Riemannian foli-
ation is one of the main topics to be considered. Using this and reflections with 
respect to submanifolds, naturally associated to the tangent isometric immersion or 
submanifold, we introduce the notions of an extrinsic locally transversally symmetric 
1 Supported by the Consejeria de Educacion del Gobierno de Canarias. 
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immersion and submanifold, and the main purpose of this paper is to study those in 
detail. It will turn out that again there is a strong relation with some aspects of ex-
trinsic differential geometry. We shall see that such submanifolds are always invariant 
and the covariant derivative of the second fundamental form vanishes for transversal 
vectors. Moreover, the submanifold is a locally Killing-transversally symmetric space. 
The local and global theory of these spaces was developed in [6], [8]. These spaces 
are in a natural way analogues of symmetric spaces, and the (^-symmetric spaces 
from Sasakian geometry are interesting examples which are analogues of Hermitian 
symmetric spaces. 
In Section 2 we collect some basic material about flow geometry and Killing-
trans versally symmetric spaces and derive two new and useful, recursion formulas 
for the covariant derivatives of the Riemannian curvature tensor. In Section 3 we 
introduce local extrinsic reflections. The locally transversally symmetric immersions 
or submanifolds are then defined as those which have isometric local extrinsic re-
flections. Further, we derive the basic properties, prove several characterizations 
and study the relation to extrinsic symmetric immersions related to the transver-
sal geometry. Moreover, we discuss these results when the ambient space is itself a 
Killing-transversally symmetric space. In the final Section 4 we consider normal flow 
space forms as ambient spaces. These last ones were introduced and studied in [7] 
as analogues of real and complex space forms which also generalize Sasakian space 
forms. Our theorems in Section 3 and Section 4 also provide a lot of examples of 
transversally symmetric submanifolds or immersions. 
2. P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional, (connected) and smooth Riemannian manifold 
with n ^ 2. Let V denote its Levi Civita connection and R the corresponding Rie-
mannian curvature tensor with the sign convention 
Ruv = V[u,v)-[Vu,Vv} 
for all U,V e X.(M), the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on M. 
Further, let f be a unit Killing vector field on (M, g) and denote by 3^ the isometric 
flow [17] on the manifold generated by £. The leaves of this Riemannian foliation 3{ 
are geodesies and moreover, a geodesic which is orthogonal to the flow field £ at one of 
its points is orthogonal to it at all of its points. These geodesies are called transversal 
or horizontal geodesies. The foliation is locally a Riemannian submersion. So, let 
m e (M,g) and let U be a small open neighborhood of m such tha t £ is regular on 




for X',Y' 6 X(W), where X'*, Y" denote the horizontal lifts of X', Y' with respect 
to the (n - l)-dimensional horizontal distribution on U determined by r) = 0, n being 
the dual one-form of £ with respect to g. Then n: (U, g\u) -* (W,g') is a Riemannian 
submersion. So, we may use the tensors A and T introduced by O'Neill in [13] (see 
also [2], [14], [17]) for our treatment. Note that, since the leaves are geodesies, T = 0. 
Further, for the integrability tensor A we have 
At/£ = V[/£, A(U = 0, 
AXY = (VXY)
V = -AYX, g(AxY,0 = -g(Ax£,Y) 
where U £ X(M), X, Y are horizontal vectors fields and V denotes the vertical 
component. 
Next, put 
HU = -Au£ 
and define the (0,2)-tensor field h by 
h(U,V) = g(HU,V) 
for U, V e X(M). Now h is clearly skew-symmetric since £ is a Killing vector field. 
Moreover, we have 
AxY = h(X,Y)i=\r,([X,Y})i 
for all horizontal X,Y e X(M). This yields 
(2.1) h = -dr). 
Note that A = 0, or equivalently h = 0, if and only if the horizontal distribution 
is integrable. In that case, since T = 0, (M,g) is locally a Riemannian product 
of an (n — l)-dimensional and a one-dimensional space. Further, the Levi Civita 
connection V of g' is determined by 
Vx-r* = (vx,yy + h(x'*,Y'*)t 
forX',r eX(W). 
From all these formulas one obtains, after a straightforward computation and using 
the notation R(X, Y, Z, W) = g(RXYZ, W), 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . [6] We have 
(V(h)(X,Y) = g((V(A)xY,0 = 0, 
R(X,Y,Z,0 = (Vzh)(X,Y), 
R(X,i-,Y,Q=g(HX,HY) = -g(H2X,Y) 
27 r, 
for horizontal X, Y, Z. 
Using this lemma we obtain that the ^-sectional curvature corresponding to X, i.e. 
the sectional curvature K(X,£) of the two-plane spanned by (X , f ) , is non-negativi 
for all horizontal X. Moreover, since tf£ = 0, K(X,£) = 0 for all horizontal X i 
and only if h = 0. Further, K(X,£) > 0 for each horizontal X if and only if tf ha; 
maximal rank n - 1 and hence, in that case n must be an odd number. (2.1) then 
implies tha t this is equivalent to the statement tha t n is a contact form on M. This 
motivates 
Defini t ion 2 .1 . g^ is called a contact flow on (M,g) if n is a contact form. 
In [6] we introduced another special type of an isometric flow which will be im-
portant in our further treatment. We recall its definition. 
Def in i t ion 2 .2 . The flow J 4 on (M,g) is said to be a normal flow if 
R(X, Y, X,Q = 0 
for all horizontal vector fields X, Y on M. 
From Lemma 2.1 we then get the following useful characterization: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 1 . [6] The Row S ? is normal if and only if 
(2.2) (VVH)V = g(HU,HV)£ + n(V)H
2U 
for allU,V eX(M). 
Another characterization may be obtained as follows. Let tf' be the (1, l)-tensor 
field on W defined by 
H'X' = ntHX'* 
and let h! be the (0, 2)-tensor field given by 
h'(X',Y')=g'(H'X',Y') 
for all X',Y' £ X(W). Then h = n*h'. Moreover, it follows tha t J% is normal if and 
only if V' t f ' = 0 for each (U',g') [6]. 
Next we shall establish some results about the curvature tensor R and its covariant 
derivatives VkR when (M,g) is equipped with a normal flow Si- First, we have 
(2.3) Ruvi = n(V)H
2U-n(U)H2V, 
(2.4) Rut.V = g(HU,HV)Z + n(V)H
2U. 
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Using this we obtain, for any horizontal vector x, the following expressions: 
(Rxix= \\Hx\\
2i, 
(2.5) J (VxR)x(x = RxHxx - ||Hx\\
2Hx, 
[ (V2xxR)x(x = 2<ymR).H.x. 
Further, we prove two lemmas which will be used later on. We start with 
Lemma 2.2. Let Si be a normal How on (M,g). Then, for all horizontal vectors 
x on M and all p^ 1, we have 
(2.6) (Vl^RUx = J2 {c?-l\\Hx\\2^\V2x^R)xHxx} + c
2 ^ 1 \\Hx\\2*Hx, 
(2.7) (V2Z.xR)xix = J2
c2iP\\Hx\\2{i-1)(V2x
{p-i)+1R)xHXx, 
i = i 
where c2p, t £ {1 , . . . ,p}, and c2p_1, ; 6 { l , . . . , p + l } , are constants. 
Proof . Denote by Tl, I e 2, the one-forms on M given by 
T'a = 0, if I < 0, 
T°a = RxHxxa - \\Hx\\
2g(Hx,a), 
T'a = (Vi....fl).H..a, if l> 1 
for all vectors a on M. By induction we now prove the formula 
(2.8) (Vx...xR)xix = Y,c
ki\\Hx\\2^Tk-2i+l. 
t>i 
Then, (2.6) and (2.7) follow at once from (2.8). 
For k = 1, (2.8) follows from (2.5). Further, suppose that (2.8) holds for 1 < k^ m. 
Let 7 denote the geodesic such that j(t) = x G TqM, y(t) = q. Then we get 
(V™+ji?)x5x = V,((V-|..,i-),{:r) + (V™..,/?),^* 
= V, f YJ crili/xll2^-1'^-2^1) + Tm. 




Hence, by using our induction hypothesis, we get 
V.T1 = TI+1 + Y,Jj\\Hxf
jT'-V+1, 
}>i 
where 0 ^ 1 ^ m. So, we obtain 
(VZ+xRUx = 52cr{\\Hx\\2^VTm-2(i-^ 
+ E r i"2 i + 1 i i^ii2 ( < i + i )"1 ) r '""2 ( ( ! + ' , v i )} + rm-
} 
Hence, the required result follows by rearranging this last formula. CI 
For normal flows the curvature tensor R' of (W, g') is related to R by 
(R'x'Y'Z'y = RX-Y-Z" - g(HY'*,Z'*)HX'* 
+ g(HX'*, Z'*)HY" + 2g(HX'*,Y'*)HZ'* 
for all X',Y',Z' € X(W). Then (2.3) and (2.4) yield 
(2.10) (C7'v,R')x'Y'Z'y = ((Vv-R)x-Y-Z'*)
n 
where H denotes the horizontal component. For covariant derivatives of higher order, 
the corresponding expression is more complicated. Here we prove our second lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let ĝ  be a normal Sow on (M,g). Then we have 
(2.ii) (vlfr^.R^.y-*.,,. = {(v^T'tf'W^' 
+ £ «iP"' WH'x'fW {h'{x\ y'W'tJ^R'h'H'*'*'*' 
»=i 
+ h'(x',z')(V$*-J-1R')x,Hlx,x,yl) 
+ h'(x',y')h'(x',z')(jT b?-1\\H'x'\\W-1HvyrJ)~3R')*'H'x>*-H>A } o w, 
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(2.12) (V2p...x,.Д)«-.гJ..«,.2,. = í(V2
P...,Д')«,ï,«,г-







for ali rectors x', y'. z' on W and p ^ 1, where a 2 p , i £ (1 ,p} , a2p , bJ-
p, 
j € { l , . . . , p - 1}, andb2k
p~1, k G { l , . . . , p - 2 } , are constants. 
P r o o f . Denote by T", / 6 Z, the one-forms on W given by 
r"o ' = o, if i < o, 
T ' V = R'x,n,x,x,a, - 4 | | # V | |
2 / i ' V , a ' ) , 
r " o ' = (Vf,...«,i?')«-H'«-«'0'1 if i > i 
for all tangent vectors a' on W. By induction we prove the formula 
(2.13) (Vkx,....x,.R)x..y,.x,.z,. = |(V' .^. . . , , i . ' )«v«,x , 
+ Y^^\\H'x^\2{i-l){li\x',y')T'
k-2'z' + l/(x',z')Tlk-2iy') 
+ a' v , » > v . -') C VJ iJ||flrV||-o-1)r,(*--'-«Hv') 1 o TT. 
\ ; ^ i ' • ' 
(2.11) and (2.12) follow from (2.13). 
First, note that (2.13) holds for fe = 1 because of (2.10). Therefore, we now 
suppose that (2.13) holds for all k with 1 < k <. in. Let 7' denote the geodesic on 
W tangent to x' and denote by x',y',z' the parallel vectors x',y',z' along 7'. Then, 
since 
V«-.J/'* = /»(z'*,i/")£, 
we get 
(2.14) (V^.+1.I,.fl)«,. tJ,.«-.«,. = ^ ' ( ( V ^ . . . . . , . / ? ) . , . , , , ^ , . , , . ) 
-/»V*-y'*)(V?....«,.i?)«'.e«'..'. -fc(-"w,**)C^?...*«fl)-»-»-»«. 
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Hence, taking into account that V'_,r« = T"+1 f°r all . > 0 and using the induction 
hypothesis, we have 
x"{(ym,....x,.R)x,.y,.x,.z,.) __ {(v;?
+1,-R')-'.'x'.-
+ V^ orili?Vll2^"1) (/»'(_/, y')r'(™
+1)'2i--' + h'(x',z')T'(m+1)-2iy') 
+ h'(x',y')h'(x',z')(^2bm\\H'x'\\^-1)T'{lm+1)-2)-2'H'x') U-• . 
From Lemma 2.2 we get 
(Vm,....x,.R)x,.ix,.a,. = V;cn|f.x'*||
2('-1)r'"-2i+1a'* 
i > i 
and, applying again the induction procedure, we conclude 






Now, substituting these last formulas in (2.14) and rearranging, we get that (2.13) 
holds for k = m + 1. This completes the proof. • 
Finally, we give some preliminaries about locally Killing-transversally symmetric 
spaces. Let m e (M,g) and denote by a = am: [-6,6] -+ M the geodesic flow line 
through m = <r(0) where 6 is sufficiently small. Let Na = TLa denote the normal 
bundle of a and denote by exp_ the exponential map of Na defined by 
exp-(t,u) =exp_w t ; 
for t e [-5,6] and v e Na^a = T^a. Next, let Ua(r) denote the tubular neighbor-
hood of radius r about a, i.e., 
Ua(r) = {exp_(„,„) | v e I-Jfoff, IMI <r,te [-5,6]}. 
Further, let 
B^t)(r) * {« € T%t)o | | |v | |<r} 
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and consider the open solid tube 
Va(r)= ( J J # ( t ) ( r ) 
.€[-*,*] 
about the zero section of Na. In what follows we suppose tha t r is sufficiently small 
so that expCT is a diffeomorphism of Va(r) onto Ua(r). Then the local diffeomorphism 
sa : Ua(r) —y Ua(r),p = expa(t,v) i—> sa(p) = expCT(i, —u) 
is called the (local) reflection with respect to a. (See [19] for further information 
and references.) In what follows we shall denote sa by s m . A Riemannian manifold 
(M,g) equipped with a flow fo as above and such that the local reflection sm is 
an isometry for all m e M is called a locally Killing-transversally symmetric space 
(briefly, a locally KTS-space) [6]. These spaces may be characterized as follows. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .2 . [6] The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (M, g, fo) is a locally KTS-space; 
(ii) fo is normal and (VXR)(X, Y, X,Y)=Q for all horizontal X, Y. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .3 . [6] Let S f be a normal How on (M,g). Then ( M , j , 5 { ) is a 
locally KTS-space if and only if each base space W of a local Riemannian submersion 
~: U -> W = U/£ is a locally syi i netric space. 
This means, according to the terminology used in [18], tha t (M,g,^{) is a locally 
KTS-space if and only if fo is a normal transversally symmetric foliation. 
3. T R A N S V E R S A L L Y SYMMETRIC IMMERSIONS AND SUBMANIFOLDS 
Let / be an immersion of an ?i-dimensional differentiable manifold M into an n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold (M,g) and denote by g the induced metric from 
g on M . Then / becomes an isometric immersion. M, (M,g) and / will be assumed 
to be analytic where necessary. Further, denote by R and R the curvature tensors 
of the corresponding Levi Civita connections V and V, respectively. Moreover, we 
denote by a the second fundamental form of ( M , / ) , by V1- the normal connection 
in the normal bundle N(M) and by R-1 its curvature tensor. In what follows, and 
if the argument is local, we shall sometimes identify M with its image under / to 
simplify the notation. We recall the well-known Gauss and Weingarten formulas: 
(3.1) VXY = VxY + a(X,Y), 
(3.2) VXU= -SVX + VXU 
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where X, Y € X(M), Su is the shape operator of (M, / ) corresponding to the (local) 
normal field U and it is related to a by g(a(X, Y), U) = g(SuX, Y). 
Also, we recall the Gauss and Codazzi equations: 
(3.3) R(X, Y, Z, W) = R(X, Y, Z, W) + g(a(X, W),a(Y, Z)) - g(a(X, Z),a(Y, W)), 
(3.4) (RXYZ)L = -(Vxa)(Y, Z) + (VYa)(X, Z) 
for X,Y,Z,W e X(M), U,V € 1(M)L. Here V denotes the covariant derivative 
defined by 
(3.5) (Vxa)(Y, Z) = Vx(a(Y, Z)) - a(VxY, Z) - a(Y, VXZ) 
for all X,Y,Z € X(M). Then / is said to be totally geodesic if a = 0, parallel if 
Va = 0 and minimal if tr a = 0. 
Now, let JJi be an isometric flow on (M, g) determined by a unit Killing vector field 
£. An isometric immersion / : (M,g) -> (M,g) is said to be tangent if <f is tangent 
to f(M). In that case we shall denote by £ the unit Killing vector field on (M,g) 
induced by £, i.e., /»£ = f o / , and by T? the one-form on M given by 77 = f*fj. In 
the rest of this paper we will always consider tangent isometric immersions. Such 
an immersion is said to be i]-parallel if (¥xa)(Y, Z) = 0 for all X, Y, Z £ £(M) and 
orthogonal to £ (see [9]). 
Next, let <T = am: [-8,5} -4 M be an integral curve of £ through m £ M, <r(0) = 
m. Denote by a = aj(m) the image / o a in M and by exp- the exponential map 
of the normal bundle Na of a. Also, let Ua and Uff be the tubular neighborhoods 
about a and <r on M and M, respectively and let us suppose that they have the 
same sufficiently small radius r. Further, we consider the following two topologically 
embedded submanifolds Uff and Uff on M contained in U5 and of dimension n and 
(n — n + 1), respectively: 
. Uff = { e x p ^ x ) I x 6 TffM, q(x) = 0, ||x|| < r, -S < t < 6}, 
U± = {expff(t,u) I it G N9M, \\u\\ < r, -5 <t< 5}. 
It is clear that when / is totally geodesic, then Uff coincides with f(Ua)-
Let 7U+ (s) be the tubular neighborhood or the (open) solid tube of radius s around 
Uff defined by 
7u+(s) ~ {exPu+(P>x) I x e NVU%, \\x\\ < s, p€ U±} 
where s is supposed to be smaller than the distance from Uff to its nearest focal 




Now, let ipm denote the (local) reflection with respect to Ug defined on 7U+ (s) by 
<pm: q = exp„+ (p, x) »-+ y>m(g) = expw+ (p, -a;) 
for all p € W "̂ and all x £ NpUg with ||a:|| < s. Then y>m is called the local extrinsic 
reflection at m for (/, 3^). It is an involutive diffeomorphism and Ug belongs to its 
fixed point set. The restriction of <pm to Ug is a local reflection with respect to a 
for Ug and, if M is totally geodesic, each (intrinsic) local reflection s„, of (M,g,${) 
satisfies tpm o / = / o sm on a set contained in U„. 
Next, let $g: t e [-6,6] M- $ f f(i) £ End(T 5 ( t ) M) be the field of endomorphisms 
along a given by 
§g(t)x =-x + 2f](x)£, $g(t)u = u 
for all x eTgM and all u G AfeM. Then $a(t) is a rotation field along a and 
•0CT = expg o$g o e x p j 1 
is a local diffeomorphism on a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of a. This \\>g 
is called a (local) ^-rotation around a (see [12] for more information). Note that 
(3.6) V « . | * ( t ) - - ^ | * ( « ) = **(*) 
for all t € [—6, <$]. In particular, ^»- fixes all points of Ug . 
We have 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . The local extrinsic reflection tpm on a sufficiently small neighbor-
hood of f(m) is an isometry if and only ifipg is an isometry, and then tpm = ipg. 
P r o o f . First, let tpm be an isometry. Using (3.6) we get 
(pm = expg o((pmi,)g o e x p j
1 = expg o$g o e x p j 1 = tpg 
and hence, tpg is an isometry. 
To prove the converse, we first show that 
(3.7) (i>ft)px = -x 
for all p £ U± and all x € NPU±. To do this, let 7 be a curve in £/ / from f(m) 
to p. Since tpg is an isometry, we have that Ug is totally geodesic and (ipa*)v = 
Py o $g(0) o P~
l where P 7 denotes the parallel translation along 7. Hence, (3.7) 
follows. 
On the other hand, since Ug belongs to the fixed point set of the isometry ipa, we 
have 
fo = expw+ o^>ff,|W+ o exp~J . 
So, this and (3.7) yield i/>ff=<pm, which completes the proof. • 
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A criterion for an isometric local rotation was derived in [12]. Prom this and 
Lemma 3.1 we then obtain the following characterization for isometric local extrinsic 
reflections. 
Propos i t ion 3 . 1 . Let / : (M,g) -* (M,g,^^) be a tangent isometric immersion. 
Then the local reflection <pm at m for (/ , Sf) is an isometry if and only if 
(i) $s is parallel along 5; 
(ii) (f».„,i.).M„ = {V\tm...i,,Jl)*,*;v*t**,v 
for all x e Ns{t)5, all u,v e Ts{t)M, all t e [-6,6] and all k e N. 
We now continue by considering a special class of tangent isometric immersions 
which will play an important role. Such an immersion / is said to be invariant (with 
respect to Sf) if HX is tangent to M (= f(M)) for any tangent vector X of M, 
i.e., HTmM C TmM for all m e M [9]. In that case HNmM C NmM and the 
tensor field H of M related to H by /» o H = H o /» coincides with the one defined 
in Section 2 for the flow 5{ on (M,g). Moreover, since / is tangent to f, we have 
HX = HX - a(X,0 for all X tangent to M. Hence, a(X,0 = 0 for all X e X(M) 
or equivalents, Su€ = 0 for all U 6 N(M). Moreover, a(X, 0 = 0 for all X e X(M) 
implies that / is invariant. From this we have 
Propos i t ion 3 .2 . Let f: (M,g) ->• (M,g,^^) be a tangent isometric immersion. 
Then f is invariant if and only if the rotation field $ „ around S = ff/{m) = f ° ffm 
is parallel for all m e M. 
P r o o f . From (3.1) and (3.2) we easily obtain 
$'SX = -2a(X, £), &SU = -2Sut 
for all X, U along a where X is tangent to M and orthogonal to £ and U is normal 
to M. This yields the required result. D 
Next, we turn to the definition of the main notion of this paper. 
Def in i t ion 3 . 1 . A tangent isometric immersion / of (M,g) into (M,p ,5^ ) is 
said to be (extrinsic) locally transversally symmetric if all local extrinsic reflections 
ifim, m e M, are isometries. If moreover, M is a submanifold of M, then M is called 
an (extrinsic) locally transversally symmetric submanifold. 
Then we have 
Propos i t ion 3 .3 . Locally transversally symmetric immersions are n-parallel and 
invariant. 
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P r o o f . It follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that / is invariant. Moreover, 
since each local extrinsic reflection tpm is an isometry, we get for all horizontal x,y,z 6 
TmM: 
{Vxa){y,z) = -(Vv,,„.„a)(Vm.3/,Vm*z) = -<Pm*{Vxa){y,z). 
This yields {Vxa){y,z) = 0 and so, / is ^-parallel. D 
Now, we shall derive a criterion for locally transversally symmetric immersions. 
Let $ : m i-> $ m be the endomorphism field along M defined by 
$ m x = -x + 2r){x)£, $ m u = u 
for all x e TmM and all u 6 NmM. Observe that $g(t) = $s(<) where $5 is the 
rotation field along a. From Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we then get 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 . A tangent isometric immersion f: {M,g) -> (M,g,$g) is locally 
transversally symmetric if and only if 
(i) / is invariant; 
(ii) {Vk...xR)xuxv = (V|x, i i4>;Efl)*x*u*x* t. 
for aii tangent vectors x,u,v of M along M with x orthogonal to £, and aiJ fc e N. 
Next, we concentrate on the relation between locally transversally symmetric im-
mersions and the properties of naturally associated mappings on the base spaces of 
the local Riemannian submersions. We first recall the definition of these mappings. 
For a tangent isometric immersion we choose sufficiently small open neighborhoods 
U and U of m e M and f{m), respectively, such that f is regular on U and £ on U 
and moreover, f{U) C U. Then the transverse mapping f':U'= U/£ - > U = W/f is 
defined by 
/ ' o 7T = 7f 0 f,u 
where it: U -4 W and f:U—¥U are the corresponding local Riemannian submer-
sions [9]. This / ' is an isometric immersion of {W,g') into {W,g'). 
Further, let r, s > 0 be so small that the open tubular neighborhood 7U+ {s) around 
Ug = Ug{r) is contained in U. Let m' £ W and denote by WJ/, the submanifold of 
W given by 
U'+, = ( exp j , ^ , ) u' \u' £ Nm>W, \\u'\\ < r } . 
Following [10], the reflection tp'm, with respect to W,'^, defined in a sufficiently small 
open tubular neighborhood around W+,, is called the local extrinsic symmetry at m ' 
for / ' . Moreover, / ' is said to be an {extrinsic) locally symmetric immersion iif>'m, is 
an isometry. Such immersions are always parallel and {W,g') is an (intrinsic) locally 
symmetric space. 
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Using these notions we prove 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 . Let J j be a normal How on (M,g) and let f: (M,g) -» (M,g) be 
a locally transversally symmetric immersion. Then each local transverse mapping of 
/ is a locally symmetric immersion and with the induced structure (<?,5{), M is a 
locally KTS-space. Moreover, we have 
<Pm ° / = / ° sm 
where sm denotes the (intrinsic) local reflection at m of(M,g,"S()- In particular, <pm 
maps f(U) onto itself. 
To prove this theorem we first need some preliminary considerations. Let 7 be a 
transversal geodesic y(s) = expg^(sx), x e Ng^ff, through ff(t) for some t 6 [—5, S\. 
We shall also denote j(s) by x. Fi'om Proposition 2.1 it follows at once that Hx has 
a constant length along 7. Moreover, although Hx is not parallel along 7 (we have 
Vx(Hx) = \\Hx\\
2^), the plane spanned by £ and Hx is parallel along 7. Further, 
if / is an invariant immersion, then Hx e Tg^M if x does and Hx £ NS^M if x 
does. Hence, we obtain 
L e m m a 3.2. Let 3f be a normal flow on (M,g) and f: (M,g) -> (M,g,^^) an 
invariant immersion. IfUg (resp. Ug) is totally geodesic, then £ is tangent to Ug 
(resp. U±). 
Further, we have 
L e m m a 3 .3 . Let 5{ be an isometric How on a Riemannian manifold (M,g) and 
let P be a connected, relatively compact and topologically embedded submanifold. If 
f is tangent to P, then the reHection <pp with respect to P preserves f, i.e., <pp*(, = f. 
P r o o f . Let 7 be the geodesic defined in a sufficiently small tubular neighbor-
hood of P by i(t) = expm(tu) where m e P,u £ NmP and \\u\\ = 1. Let {as} be t h e 
(local) one-parameter group of isometries generated by f. Then, for each pa rame te r 
s, the curve as o 7 is also a geodesic and, since £ is tangent to P, as(m) E P and i t s 
initial velocity (as 0 7)'(0) = astu is a unit vector orthogonal to P. Hence, we get 
<pPoa.(y(t)) = as(y(-t)) = ato<pP(f(t)) 
and this implies the result. CM 
. Now we are ready to give the 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3.2. Starting from 
it(expg(t,x)) = expy.(m,j ntx 
for x e Na and m' = it(m), we get if(U£) = Um,. Moreover, since ipm is an isometry 
and U£ belongs to its fixed point set, Ug is totally geodesic. So, Lemma 3.2 then 
yields that £ is tangent to Ug. Now, we obtain 
f f ( e x P;4 (P> *)) = exPw'+ (*(p),Jf*a;) 
for all x e NPW£, \\x\\ < s and p e Wj~. From this we have 
S ( V ( « ) ) = ' ; r M ' + ( S ) -
Now, let ip'm, denote the local extrinsic symmetry at m' for / ' defined on 7'u+ (s). 
This >p'm, and the local extrinsic reflection at m for (/, 5̂ -) are related by 
(3.8) 7f o <pm = ip'm, O TV. 
So, using also Lemma 3.3, it follows that ip'm, is an isometry and hence, / ' is a 
locally symmetric immersion. Proposition 4.1 in [10] yields that W is (intrinsic) 
locally symmetric and then it follows from Proposition 2.3 that (M, g, g^) is a locally 
KTS-space. Further, applying [10, Proposition 3.3], we then obtain 
(3-9) <p'm, o / ' = / ' o s'm, 
where s'm, denotes the intrinsic local symmetry at m' of W. Since sm and s'm, are 
related by 
7T O Sm = s'm, O 7T, 
(3.8) and (3.9) yield 
7f O tpm O / = 7f O / O Sm. 
Finally, using again Lemma 3.3, we see that (pm maps f(U) onto itself and further, 
<pm o f and / o s m are isometrics of U onto f(U). Since 
(<pm°f)*m = (f°sm)tm, 
it then follows that tpo f = f o s m and this completes the proof. D 
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From this we derive the following criterion for locally transversally symmetric 
immersions. 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 . Let ffj be a normal Sow on (M,§) and f: (M,g) -+ (M, §,$g) a 
tangent isometric immersion. Then f is locally transversally symmetric if and only 
if 
(i) / is invariant; 
(ii) each local transverse immersion of f is locally symmetric. 
P r o o f . If / is locally transversally symmetric, (i) and (ii) follow from Propo-
sition 3.3 and Theorem 3.2. 
Conversely, using Lemma 2.2 and taking into account that / is invariant, we get 
that the condition (ii) in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to 
(3.10) (VX...X.R)X„X„ = (V^ x . . . $ x f l ) 4 , x *^x*„ , k e N, 
for all tangent vectors x, u, v of M along M and orthogonal to £. Next, let / ' : 
W = U/t\\ -> U = U/E, be a local transverse mapping of / . Then, applying Lemma 
2.3 and the fact that / is invariant, we have that (3.10) holds if 
(3.ii) (v^...x,fi')x,y,x,2- = (v£^..*,x,.8V*'*v$'s'#'*' 
holds for all k 6 H and all vectors x',y', z' on W along W, where $ ' is the (1, l)-tensor 
field on W defined by 
$'x' = 7f»$a;'*. 
Now, by virtue of [10, Theorem 4.2], (3.11) means that / ' is locally symmetric. Thus 
the result follows from Theorem 3.1. • 
For locally KTS-spaces we may obtain some simpler characterizations. 
Corollary 3 .1 . Let (M,§,^S^) be a locally KTS-space. A tangent isometric im-
mersion f: (M,g) -+ (M, <?,5f) is locally transversally symmetric if and only if 
(i) / is invariant and n-parallel; 
(ii) Ruvu is normal to f(M) for all u,v e N(M). 
P r o o f . First, let / be locally transversally symmetric. Then the result follows 
from Proposition 3.3 and the fact that the local extrinsic reflections are isometries. 
Conversely, let f':W = U/£ -+ U = U/£ be a local transverse mapping of / . 
From [9, Proposition 3.1] it follows that , since / is invariant and n-parallel, / ' is a 
parallel immersion. Further, from (2.9) we get 
(3.12) (R'a'b'd)* = Ra,.b,.a'* +ih(a'*,b'*)Ha'* 
for all a', b' tangent to U'. Since / is invariant, (3.12) and (ii) imply that R'u,v,u' 
is normal to W for all u',v' e N(W). Applying now [10, Corollary 5.2] we conclude 
that / ' is locally symmetric and then Theorem 3.3 completes the proof. • 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2. Let (M,§,$£) be a locally KTS-space. A tangent isometric im-
mersion f: (M,g) -+ (M,g, y<r) is locally transversally symmetric if and only if 
(i) / is invariant; 
(ii) Uff is totally geodesic for all a = ff/(m), m 6 M; 
(hi) Rxyx is tangent to f(M) for all horizontal x,y tangent to f(M). 
P r o o f . If / is locally transversally symmetric, then / is invariant (Proposi-
tion 3.3). The extrinsic reflection ipm at m is an isometry which yields tha t Ug is 
totally geodesic, since it belongs to the fixed point set of ipm, and moreover (iii) 
holds. 
Conversely, Lemma 3.2 shows that £ is tangent to Ug. Then, using the fact that 
Ug is totally geodesic and ff:U -ill' = W/f is a Riemannian submersion, we get 
that U'J[, = n(Ug) is totally geodesic in W. Moreover, from (3.12) and the fact tha t 
/ is invariant, (iii) implies tha t R'x,y,x' is tangent to W for all x',y' tangent to W. 
Then it follows from [10, Corollary 5.1] that / ' is a locally symmetric immersion and 
so, the required result follows from Theorem 3.3. n 
Finally, we prove 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .3 . Let (M,g,^^) be a locally KTS-space. A tangent isometric im-
mersion f: (M, g) -> (M,g, J | ) is locally transversally symmetric if and only if 
(i) / is invariant; 
(ii) Ug and Ug are totally geodesic for all a = 9f(m), m 6 M. 
P r o o f . Let / be locally transversally symmetric. Then / is invariant and 
5/(m) " f a i where 5/(m) is the local reflection with respect to a, is an isometry. Since 
Ug belongs to its fixed point set, it is totally geodesic. The result follows now by 
(ii) of Corollary 3.2. 
Conversely, (ii) and the Codazzi equation (3.4) imply (iii) in Corollary 3.2 and 
hence the result follows. • 
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4. T R A N S V E R S A L L Y S Y M M E T R I C IMMERSIONS IN NORMAL F L O W SPACE F O R M S 
In this final section we shall t reat transversally symmetric immersions in a spe-
cial class of locally KTS-spaces. We s tar t with some preliminaries. A Riemanniai 
manifold (M,g) equipped with a contact flow 5 ? is said to be a flow space form i: 
the H-sectional curvature is pointwise constant, i.e., the sectional curvature of the 
two-plane spanned by X and HX for horizontal X ' TmM is independent of X foi 
each point m ~ M. The normal flow space forms have been studied in [7] where twc 
cases are considered according to whether the ^-sectional curvature is constant 01 
not. In what follows we consider these two cases separately. 
A . N o r m a l flow s p a c e fo rms w i t h c o n s t a n t ^ - sec t iona l c u r v a t u r e c2. 
In this case, if the if-sectional curvature equals k, then (M,c2g,tp = c~1H,c~1£,cn) 
is a Sasakian manifold of constant ^-sectional curvature kc~2 and so, (M,g) is ob-
tained by a homothetic change of metric from Sasakian space forms. See [7] for more 
information and references. Hence, as is proved in [7] for dim M ^ 5, the if-sectiona 
curvature is a global constant k and the curvature tensor is given by 
k + 3r2 
(4.1) RUVW = —— [g(U,W)V - g(V,W)U) 
+ -~^{ri(V)v(W)U - n(U)r,(W)V + g(V, W)n(U)Z - g(U, W)n(V)t} 
+ ^~-{g(W,HU)HV -g(W,HV)HU - 2g(U,HV)HW}. 
For dim M = 3 we shall assume that fc is also a global constant. Then (4.1) als< 
holds in this case. It also follows tha t these normal flow space forms are locall; 
KTS-spaces. 
In what follows we shall denote such a space by M2n+1(c'2, k) where c2 = 1 cone 
sponds to the Sasakian space forms. For each (c2,k) the normal flow space form i 
locally isomorphic to one of the following model spaces: 
(S2n+1 = SU(n + l)/SU(n))(c2, k) 
for fc + 3c2 > 0, H(n, l)(fc) for fc + 3c2 = 0, where H(n, 1) is the (2n + l)-dimension, 
Heisenberg group, 
(U(l,n)/U(n)r(c2,k) = (SU(l,nr/SU(n))(c2,k) 
for k + 3c2 < 0, where ~ denotes the universal covering. 
We refer to [7] for more details. 
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Next, we give two lemmas. Let P be a connected, relatively compact and topo-
logical^ embedded submanifold of M2n+1(c2,k). Then we have 
Lemma 4 . 1 . If k ji c2, then the reflection fp with respect to P is isometric if 
and only if P is either a totally geodesic invariant submanifold or a totally geodesic 
anti-invariant submanifold with f normal to P and d i m P = n. 
Here P is said to be anti-invariant if HTPP C NpP for all p e P. The proof of this 
lemma follows from its analogue for Sasakian space forms given in [3]. 
In the case k = c2, (4.1) implies that M2n+1(c2, k) is a manifold of constant 
curvature k and then the following result is well-known (see for example [4]): 
L e m m a 4 .2 . If (M,g) is a space of constant curvature, then ipp is isometric if 
and only if P is a totally geodesic submanifold. 
Now we are ready to prove our results for this case. 
T h e o r e m 4 .1 . Let f be a tangent isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold 
M into M2n+1(c2, k). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) / is locally transversally symmetric; 
(ii) / is invariant and n-parallel; 
(iii) / is invariant and U~£ is totally geodesic for all a = <r/(m), m £ M; 
(iv) U£ is totally geodesic and invariant for all d = <f/(m), m £ M. 
P r o o f , (i) O (ii) follows from Corollary 3.1 and (4.1). Corollary 3.2 yields (i) 
•» (iii). Finally, (i) <o (iv) follows at once from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.1. • 
Note that since the isometric flow 3f on M2n+1(c2, k) is a contact flow and / is an 
invariant immersion, the induced flow 3{ on M is also a contact flow and hence, M 
must be odd-dimensional. Moreover, it follows from the Gauss equation (3.3) and 
et(X,£,) = 0 that the ^-sectional curvature on M equals c2. From Theorem 4.1 and 
using [9, Corollary 4.1 and Proposition 4.4] we get 
Corollary 4 .1 . Let f be a locally transversally symmetric immersion of a Rie-
mannian manifold M2n+1 into M 2 ( n + r ) + 1 ( c 2 , k). If k + 3c2 is non-positive, then f 
is totally geodesic. Moreover, if M = M 2 " + 1 ( c
2 , fc ) , then either k = k and the 
immersion is totally geodesic, or k = 2k + 3c2. 
R e m a r k . We note that all non-totally geodesic complete invariant submani-
folds (M,f) embedded in S2n+1(c2,k) with / full and ^-parallel, which by Theo-
rem 4.1 (ii) are locally transversally symmetric submanifolds, have been completely 
classified, up to congruences, in [9, Theorem 4.2]. 
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B . N o r m a l flow s p a c e fo rms w i t h n o n - c o n s t a n t ^ - sec t iona l c u r v a t u r e and 
g loba l ly c o n s t a n t / / - s e c t i o n a l c u r v a t u r e . 
This class was also discussed in detail in [7] where it was proved that these space 
forms are also locally KTS-spaces. We recall some further useful facts. In the com-
plete case, (M,g,$£) admits smooth distributions S)i and Sj2 such that for each 
m G M, Sj(m) = S)i(in) © Sj2(m) is an //-invariant decomposition of the horizontal 
subspace S)(m) and each sectional curvature K(S)i, £)> i = 1, 2, is a positive constant 
c2 (c\ > c | ) . Further, such spaces are precisely the Riemannian manifolds (M2N+l, g) 
equipped with a normal contact flow 5f which is transversally modelled on the Rie-
mannian product CPN*(hi) x CHN*(h2) where | / i2 | < hu Ni + N2 = N and the 
^-sectional curvatures £"?, i = 1,2, are given by 
e f = ( - l ) ' + i h i : fc« 
* 3 ( Л i + Л 2 ) ' 
In the rest of this section we shall denote such a space by M(Ni,N2;hi,h2). The 
//-sectional curvature k is the strictly negative constant k = 2hih2(hi + h2)~
} and 
the curvature tensor is given by 
hi 
(4.2) RUVW = Y, { 4 (g(Xi, Zt)Y, - g(Y, Z«)X<) 4 
+ ( - i r S _^j (g(HYi,Zi)HXi-g(HXi,Zi)HYi - 2g(HXi,Yi)HZ1) 
+ ^)i!l^^{(9(y^iMU)~g(Xi,ZiHV)n 
+ v(W)(n(V)Xl-n(U)Yl)}} 
+ g(HV, W)HU - g(HU, W)HV - 2g(HU, V)HW 
for vector fields U = £ Xi + v(U)£, V = £ Y.+fjOOf, w = £ Zj +r)(W)£ on I ? . 
i = l t = l i=l 
Further, we will need 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . [9] Let / be an invariant immersion of a Riemannian manifold 
(M2n+1,g) into a complete normal How space form M(Ni,N2;hi,h2). We have 
(a) / / the ^-sectional curvature on M is a constant c2, then c2 is either c\ or t\, 
and f*TmM C ~S)i(f(m)) or C fl2(/(m)), respectively, for all m € M. Also. M 
is locally transversally immersed into CPNl(hi) or CHN'(h2). 
(b) If the ^-sectional curvature on M is non-constant and M is a complete locally 
KTS-space, then there exist smooth distributions S)i and S)2 on M such that 
for each m e M, Sj(m) = S)i(m) ffl S)2(m) is an H-invariant decomposition 
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of the horizontal subspace S)(m), the sectional curvatures K($)i,£) — ci and 
f,S)i c l j , fori = 1,2. 
From this lemma and (4.2) we get the following: First, from (a) we may conclude 
that then we can formulate a similar result as in Theorem 4.1 for locally transversally 
symmetric submanifolds M of M(Ni ,N2;hi,h2) with constant f-sectional curvature. 
Further, using (b) and Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, we also obtain 
T h e o r e m 4.2 . Let f be a tangent isometric immersion of a complete locally 
KTS-space M into a complete normal Bow space form M(Ni,N2;hi,h2). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) / is locally transversally symmetric; 
(ii) / is invariant and n-parallel; 
(iii) / is invariant and U£ is totally geodesic for all a = cf^(m), m 6 M. 
This and [9, Theorem 4.4] yield 
Coro l l a ry 4 .2 . A complete locally KTS-space M of dimension 2n + 1 is a lo-
cally transversally symmetric submanifold of a complete normal Row space form 
M(Ni,N2;hu h2) if and only if 
(i) M is transversally modelled on a Riemannian product M'ni x CHn2(h2), 
n\ + n2 = n, where M{ is a Hermitian symmetric space, and 
(ii) each local transverse immersion f of f is a product immersion f{ x f2 where 
f[ is a parallel Kahler immersion ofU{ C M{ into CPNs (hi) and f2 is a totally 
geodesic immersion ofW2 C CH
n2(h2) into CH
N2(h2). 
R e m a r k . In [9] many examples of locally transversally symmetric submanifolds 
(i.e., invariant and ^-parallel submanifolds) of a complete, simply connected normal 
flow space form M(Ni, N2; h\, h2) are given. 
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